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Six Subscription Packages Available

Blended Learning  
at Your Fingertips

A beehive can be home to 35,000 bees during 

the summer. However, each hive has only one 

queen bee. Find out more in Beehives, a title 

in the Nature’s Engineers series.



Language Toggle Bar Easily switch 
between languages with a simple click. Watch 
as the current page is translated into another 
language before your eyes.

Current Chosen Language

Available Languages

PRÓXIMO
Large buttons make it easy to 
navigate through each title.  
These buttons change to reflect 

whichever language is currently selected.

Works with all devices  
Along with the ability to view this platform on a standard 
desktop, AV2 World Languages works on all tablets and 
Smart Boards.

Clear, easy-to-read text

Vibrant, colorful images 
geared for visual learners

Amazingly  
easy to use!  
Focuses on the early 

reader and the learning  

of other languages.

WORLD
LANGUAGES

1,210 Audio eBooks 

110 Titles in 11 
     Languages

11 for 1 Every title includes access to 
11 eBooks, each in a different language. 
Essentially, that is 11 titles for the price of 1!

Expect Our Best AV2 World Languages 
features only the highest-quality titles. Each 
title in this revolutionary platform features 
clean, easy-to-read layouts and captivating 
full-screen images designed for maximum 
readability and eye-catching appeal.

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8345-8 (1 year)

$399.00

3-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8513-1 (3 years)

$999.00

World Languages (1,210 Audio eBooks)

+

Now Featuring Full Audio 
The AV2 World Languages interface is clear 
of clutter, works with all platforms, and is 
responsive to all screen sizes. The control 
center at the bottom of the screen ensures that 
the book’s pages are the main focus for early 
readers. The full audio feature allows readers to 
listen to the text in their own language as they 
flip through the book.

+

KEY FEATURES

Try a demo or sign up  
for a FREE trial at  
av2books.com/trial



DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8346-5 (1 year)

$399.00

3-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8514-8 (3 years)

$999.00

EyeDiscover (170 Digital Titles)

KEY FEATURES

EYEDISCOVER

Each hardcover book is packed with 
special features designed for 
reluctant readers. 

An optic readalong included with  
each title features professional narrators 
reading the book aloud. This allows 
beginning readers to listen at their  
own pace.

Your EyeDiscover Optic 
Readalongs come alive with...

 AUDIO  Listen to the entire book  
read aloud

 VIDEO  High-resolution videos turn each  
spread into an optic readalong

 OPTIMIZATION  For iPads, tablets, 
whiteboards, computers, and  
much more

 HARDCOVER BOOK  Each unique  
media-enhanced book has a code on 
page 2 to unlock its optic readalong

An exciting fusion of 
print, video, and audio 
featuring the innovative 
Optic Readalong.

EyeDiscover is designed to inspire 
and motivate children at the 
Kindergarten to Grade 2 levels  
in a fresh new way.

Try a demo or sign up  
for a FREE trial at  
av2books.com/trial

Sensory 
Learning!  

Each spread is connected 

to a high-resolution video, 

bringing the content on 
the page to life.

Works with all devices  
Along with the ability to view this platform on a standard 
desktop, EyeDiscover works on all tablets and  
Smart Boards.



Read along 
with Great 
Fiction Titles 

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3315-3 (1 year)

$399.00

3-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3314-6 (3 years)

$999.00

AV2 Fiction (324 eBook Titles)

KEY FEATURES
Read to Me When users click on Read 
to Me, the entire story is read to them and 
pages are turned automatically.

Read by Myself Allows users to 
read at their own pace. Users can have 
individual sentences read aloud as needed.

AV2 fiction is designed 
to inspire young 
readers by featuring 
professional narrators 
and real sound effects 
using the highest 
quality audio.

Captivate  
Young Readers!  

Every title features exciting 

text and interesting 

characters to draw in even 

reluctant readers.

Highlighted Sentences  
Every sentence is highlighted as it is 
read aloud. If users are reading at their 
own pace and struggle with a particular 
sentence, all they have to do is scroll 
over it to access audio support.

Try a demo or sign up  
for a FREE trial at  
av2books.com/trial

Works with all devices  
Along with the ability to view this platform on a  
standard desktop, AV2 K–6 Fiction works on all tablets  
and Smart Boards.



K–2 Nonfiction 
Subscription

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3310-8 (1 year)

$399.00

3-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3311-5 (3 years)

$999.00

AV2 K–2 Nonfiction (134 Interactive eBook Titles)

KEY FEATURES

Features a wide range of topics 
from categories such as Animals, 
Sports, Science, Social Studies, 
and High Interest. Built-in digital 
features allow readers to dive 
even deeper into a topic through 
weblinks, videos, activities, 
slideshows, and quizzes.  

This annual subscription 
continually grows, with new  
titles added throughout the year.

 Contents  Easy-to-navigate table of 
contents shows pages that contain interactive 
element icons.

 Audio  
Listen to the book read 
aloud at an easy-to-
follow pace.

Engaging 
Young Minds!  

Every K–2 Nonfiction title 

includes digital features to 

bring the text to life.

 Video  
Engaging videos  
are curated and 
child-safe.

 Weblinks  
Users can click on 
embedded weblinks to 
connect to child-safe 
educational sites.

Try a demo or sign up  
for a FREE trial at  
av2books.com/trial

Works with all devices  
Along with the ability to view this platform on a standard 
desktop, AV2 K–2 Nonfiction works on all tablets and  
Smart Boards.
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Spot the Difference 
Look at the two pictures below. Spot and mark five         
differences in the second picture.           
Check your answers at the back of the activity pack. 
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Word Search 
Look for these words in the letter grid below. 
Check your answers at the back of the activity pack.

NAME

DATE

C T E R X T

B M F U V L

F T H R E E

M O V E R A

L B G A Y R

U R V S L N

WORDS:

THREE

MOVE

VERY

LEARN

TO

 Quiz and  Key Words  Simple quizzes 
and key word exercises allow students to reaffirm 
critical concepts through multiple-choice selections. 
Student results can be sent to the instructor.
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Maze
Guide the star by drawing a line from it to 
the Milky Way through the maze. Check your answer  
at the back of the activity pack. 
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Match the Silhouette 
Match the pictures with their correct silhouettes.        
Check your answers at the back of the activity pack. 

NAME

DATE

A.

B.

C.

D.

1.

2.

3.

4.

 Try This! Activities  Students 
can strengthen key concepts and ideas 
with age-appropriate activities. These can 
be completed online or printed out as 
handouts for the classroom. 



Try a demo or sign up  
for a FREE trial at  
av2books.com/trial

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3320-7 (1 year)

$999.00

3-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3321-4 (3 years)

$2,697.00

AV2 K–5 Nonfiction (498 Interactive eBook Titles)

KEY FEATURES
Resources  By using the digital resources toolbar, 
readers can quickly find their desired resources in each title.

 Videos 
Watch engaging 
videos that are 
both age- and 
grade-appropriate.

Grades K–5 
Subscription
Provides readers with a 
dynamic learning experience 
in high-interest subject areas 
ranging from Animals to Sports 
and Science to Social Studies. 

Curated digital features such 
as weblinks, videos, activities, 
slideshows, and quizzes allow 
readers to dive even deeper  
into topics.

Works with all devices  
Along with the ability to view this platform on a standard 
desktop, AV2 K–5 Nonfiction works on all tablets and  
Smart Boards.

Learning  
Comes Alive!  

Digital features found in 

every K–5 Nonfiction title   

bring topics to life in new 

and exciting ways.

   
Test Your Knowledge  Quizzes and key word 
activities can be completed online or printed out for 
classroom use.



Try a demo or sign up  
for a FREE trial at  
av2books.com/trial

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3306-1 (1 year)

$599.00

3-Year Subscription

Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3307-8 (3 years)

$1,499.00

AV2 3–8 Nonfiction (384 Interactive eBook Titles)

KEY FEATURES
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Legends and Fairy Tales
Dragons

Make a Timeline
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1Reference: 28–29

Number the events below in the order they should appear on the timeline. Write the number  in the box beside each event. Check your answers with pages 28–29 of the book.

Lewis Carroll publishes the poem  
“The Jabberwocky” in the book Through the Looking Glass. The poem describes  
a dragon-like creature.

How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden 
World arrives in theaters. The movie is 
the last of an animated trilogy offering  a modern take on dragon legends.

The Epic of Gilgamesh, a poem from 
ancient Mesopotamia, mentions a 
dragon-like monster called Humbaba.

The German scholar Athanasius Kircher talks about dragons in his book  
Mundus Subterraneus.

Roman historian Pliny the Elder 
describes dragons in his Naturalis 
Historia. He was likely describing  
large snakes.

The popular role-playing game 
Dungeons and Dragons is created. The 
game describes many different types of dragons with different personalities.

1800196017001650c. 2000 BC 1750c. 77-79 BC
20001850 1900 1950

5 6431 2

2050
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Legends and Fairy Tales
Dragons

True or False
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. 

Page
1 of 1

Reference: All Pages

Using the information in Dragons, verify whether the following information is true or false. 

Check your answers in the book. List the page number where you found your information 

beside your answer.

True

False

Page
NumberIn fantasy stories, dragons and 

knights are often enemies.Statement 1

True

False

Page
NumberWyverns are often represented with 

bird-like bodies.Statement 2

True

False

Page
NumberIn Chinese culture, dragons are 

negative symbols.Statement 3

True

False

Page
NumberDragons are a symbol of 

benevolence in Christianity.Statement 4

True

False

Page
Number

The Dracorex Hogwartsia is a 

dinosaur with a spiked crest that 

makes it look like a mythological 

dragon.
Statement 5

   
Test Your Knowledge  
Quizzes and key word activities 
can be completed online or 
printed out for classroom use.NAME

DATE
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Legends and Fairy Tales
Dragons

Fill in the Blank
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1Reference: All Pages

Use the information found in Dragons to help you complete the following activity.

1. The word dragon comes from the ancient Greek word drakon, which means  

“big  . “

2. The Komodo dragon uses its long    to catch prey.

3. The dragon dance is called Wu Long in Chinese. This dance has been performed since  

the period of the    dynasty.

4. The Komodo dragon is a    lizard named after dragons.

5. Southeast Asian    tells of dragon-like creatures called nagas.

6. In a Greek myth, a prince planted dragon    in the ground,  

which grew into an army of fierce warriors.
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Legends and Fairy Tales
Dragons

Know Your Numbers
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1Reference: All Pages

Complete the statements by writing the correct number in the box. 

9
Some Komodo dragons weigh as much  
as this many pounds.

6,000The Han dynasty ended in this year.

10
The hydra is a type of dragon in Greek mythology. 
This mighty dragon has this many or more heads.

2
Komodo dragons can grow as long  
as this many feet.

300Western dragons have this many wings.

220
One of the oldest dragon images, found in  
a Chinese tomb, may be this many years old.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Enhanced 
Learning!  

Digital features found 

throughout each book 

help readers to explore key 

concepts in greater detail.

 Contents  An interactive table of contents 
allows readers to easily access their desired spread.

Resources  By using the digital resources toolbar, 
readers can quickly find their desired resources in each title.

 Videos 
Watch engaging 
videos that are 
both age- and 
grade-appropriate.

Grades 3–8 
Subscription
Provides reluctant  
readers with an exciting 
and well-supported 
reading experience. 

All titles fuse text with 
curated digital features 
such as weblinks, videos, 
activities, slideshows, and 
quizzes to help teachers 
save time.

Works with all devices  
Along with the ability to view this platform on a standard 
desktop, AV2 3–8 Nonfiction works on all tablets and  
Smart Boards.



WORLD
LANGUAGES

EYEDISCOVER

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

Grades K–2

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

Grades K–2

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

Grades K–6

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

Grades K–2

1,210 audio eBooks 
110 titles in 11 languages
Expect our best  World Languages features only the 
highest-quality AV2 books. Each AV2 World Languages Digital 
Subscription title can be switched between 1 of 11 different 
languages with a simple click.

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8345-8 (1 year)
$399.00
3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8513-1 (3 years)
$999.00

Subscription Options

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8346-5 (1 year)
$399.00
3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8514-8 (3 years)
$999.00

Subscription Options

324 Interactive Fiction eBooks
Bring Storytime to Life  Each title included in the 
AV2 Fiction Digital Subscription features celebrated children’s 
stories read aloud. AV2 Fiction titles showcase timeless tales of 
mystery, suspense, adventure, and the life lessons learned as 
children grow.

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3315-3 (1 year)
$399.00

3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3314-6 (3 years)
$999.00

Subscription Options

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3310-8 (1 year)
$399.00

3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3311-5 (3 years)
$999.00

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3320-7 (1 year)
$999.00

3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3321-4 (3 years)
$2,697.00

134 Interactive Nonfiction eBooks
Engage even the most reluctant readers 
Each title in the AV2 Grades K–2 Digital Subscription comes 
alive with multimedia features. Videos, weblinks, activities, 
and more expand upon the content found in every book.

498 Interactive Nonfiction eBooks
Captivating digital content  Each title in the AV2 
Grades K–5 Digital Subscription comes alive with multimedia 
features. Videos, weblinks, activities, and more expand upon 
the content found in every book.

170 Digital Titles
Experience optic readalongs  Every spread of each 
EyeDiscover Digital Subscription book features a high-resolution 
video, bringing the content on the pages to life. Each EyeDiscover 
title uses professional narrators to read the book aloud, allowing 
beginning readers to listen at their own pace.

Choose your subscription. Select more than one and save!
Email orders@av2books.com for district and multiple-subscription pricing.

Customer Information Form
School/Institution Name: 

Contact Name:       District:

Phone:       Email:

Address:

City:     State:     Zip: 

Preferred Username and Password

Please provide your preferred username and password for your Lightbox subscription. 

Username (preferred 1st Choice): Username (preferred 2nd Choice): Password: 

Annual AV2 Subscriptions to choose from:  World Languages    EyeDiscover    K–6 Fiction    

  K–2 Nonfiction    K–5 Nonfiction    3–8 Nonfiction    All AV2 Subscriptions

For district pricing contact orders@av2books.com

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3306-1 (1 year)
$599.00

3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-7911-3307-8 (3 years)
$1,499.00

384 Interactive Nonfiction eBooks
A digital reading experience  Each title in 
the AV2 Grades 3–8 Digital Subscription comes alive with 
multimedia features. Videos, weblinks, activities, and more 
expand upon the content found in every book.

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

Grades K–5

DIGITAL 
SUBSCRIPTION

Grades 3–8


